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THE HEART OF BUSINESS.

M y friend Bertrand Badré recommended the book The Heart of
Business, written by Hubert Joly, who ran Best Buy. I enjoyed the reading,
because like Bertrand, and our mutual friend Michel Camdessus (who
introduced us) we agree that fulfillment at work comes from helping
others and contributing to the common good. Businesses, like people,
thrive when they have a purpose beyond revenue generation.
What motivates our collaborators? How does your purpose relate to
work? How much do we promote team synergies over individual results?
Are we open and receptive to diversity? Does our company culture
promote innovation and continuous improvement? Is it assumed that
failure and trying are inseparable and indispensable to learning? Do we
foster freedom, empowerment, and trust within teams? Do we dare to
evaluate our performance as bosses just as we evaluate the performance
of our collaborators?
I find the book challenging. It inspires us to put the person at the center, understanding that the heart of
companies is their people and the society they serve. The new reality of the 21st century is all about adding
value to all stakeholders, not only to shareholders, this is the philosophy to endure.
Working to add value is a collective action that is lived individually.
When we put our talents and values into action we transform each
other. Likewise, work, seen as a dignifying opportunity to build
ourselves, is a means to develop and support ourselves to be our best
version.
No matter how old you are, I firmly believe that you can always add
value. At this stage of my life, my purpose is to create bridges between
people and organizations to generate synergies. Every day I am
encouraged by the possibility of working for my country and for the
generations that will succeed us.

The heart of business.
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